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SUMMARY 10
Suppose we are interested in the mean of an outcome variable missing not at random. Suppose
however that one has available an ancillary variable, which is associated with the outcome but
independent of the missingness process conditional on covariates and the possibly unobserved
outcome. Such an ancillary variable may be a proxy or a mismeasured version of the outcome
available for all individuals. We have previously established necessary and sufficient conditions 15
for identification of the full data law in such setting, and have described various semiparametric
estimators including a doubly robust estimator of the outcome mean. Here, we extend these
results and we propose two alternative doubly robust estimators for the outcome mean. The
estimators can be viewed as extensions of analogous methods under missing at random, but
enjoy different properties. 20
Some key words: Ancillary variable; Doubly robust; Missing not at random.
1. INTRODUCTION
Doubly robust methods are designed to mitigate estimation bias due to model misspecification
in observational studies and imperfect experiments. Such methods have grown in popularity in
recent years for estimation with missing data and other forms of coarsening problems (Robins 25
et al., 1994; Scharfstein et al., 1999; Van der Laan & Robins, 2003; Bang & Robins, 2005; Tsi-
atis, 2007). There currently exist various constructions of doubly robust estimators for the mean
of an outcome that is missing at random, i.e. the missingness process only depends on the fully
observed covariates. For a review, see Kang & Schafer (2007). In contrast, for data missing not
at random, difficulty of identification has dogged the heel of all estimation methods, and doubly 30
robust estimation is far more challenging. Although no general identification results are avail-
able for data missing not at random, under specific model assumptions, one may identify the
joint distribution of the full data. Building on earlier work by DHaultfoeuille (2010), Wang et al.
(2014) and Zhao & Shao (2014), Miao et al. (2015) made use of an ancillary variable to estab-
lish a general identification framework. An ancillary variable is associated with the outcome but 35
independent of the missingness process conditional on covariates and the outcome. Such a vari-
able may be available in many empirical studies, where a fully observed proxy or a mismeasured
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version of the outcome may be available. For example, in a study of mental health of children in
Connecticut (Zahner et al., 1992; Ibrahim et al., 2001), researchers were interested in evaluating
the prevalence of students sampled from a metropolitan center with abnormal psychopatholog-40
ical status based on their teacher’s assessment, which was subject to missingness. Interestingly,
a separate parent report on the psychopathology of the child was available for all children in the
study. Such a report is a proxy for the teacher’s assessment, however, it is unlikely to be related to
the teacher’s response rate conditional on covariates and her assessment of the student, in which
case, the parental assessment constitutes a valid ancillary variable. Other examples can be found45
in Miao et al. (2015), Wang et al. (2014) and Zhao & Shao (2014).
Throughout, we let Y denote the outcome, R is its missingness indicator with R = 1 if Y is
observed, otherwise R = 0, and X denotes fully observed covariates. Suppose that one has also
fully observed a variable Z that satisfies the following conditions of an ancillary variable
Assumption 1. (i)Z / Y | X; (ii) Z R | (Y,X).50
Assumption 1 formalizes the idea that, as a proxy of Y , Z only affects missingness through its
association with Y . The observed data are n independent and identically distributed samples of
(Z,RY,R,X), with some values of Y missing. We use the symbols E and P to denote expecta-
tion and empirical mean, respectively.
In their seminal work, DHaultfoeuille (2010), Wang et al. (2014), Zhao & Shao (2014) and55
Miao et al. (2015) studied identification of several semiparametric and nonparametric models
with a valid ancillary variable. Miao et al. (2015) presented a brief review of such identifi-
cation problem, and gave necessary and sufficient conditions for identification that are conve-
nient to verify in practice. Particularly, if the outcome is binary, the joint distribution of the full
data is always identifiable with a valid ancillary variable. For a continuous outcome, identifi-60
cation requires at least one continuous ancillary variable. But even then, additional conditions
are needed to guarantee identification. For instance, based on a pattern-mixture parametrization
(Little, 1993), consider the following location-scale models for the outcome density given R




y   µr(z, x)
 r(z, x)
 
, r = 0, 1, (1)
with unrestricted functions µr and  r, and density functions Pr. Under certain regularity condi-
tions summarized in the Appendix, Miao et al. (2015) proved identification for such models. The65
class includes many commonly-used models, for instance, Gaussian models, and thus essentially
states that lack of identification is not an issue in many familiar situations.
Regarding estimation, DHaultfoeuille (2010) presented a nonparametric estimation method
based on kernel smoothing, which for reasonable performance requires an unrealistic large sam-
ple size with moderate to large covariate dimension. Wang et al. (2014) proposed inverse proba-70
bility weighted estimation, and Zhao & Shao (2014) studied pseudo-likelihood estimation based
on generalized linear models. Their methods will be biased if the required model for propensity
score or outcome regression is misspecified. In contrast, a doubly robust approach is consistent
under partial misspecification. Specifically, Miao et al. (2015) developed doubly robust esti-
mation based on a three-part model for the full data: a baseline outcome model for the joint75
distribution of the outcome and the ancillary variable in complete-cases; a baseline propensity
score model for response probability evaluated at a baseline value of the outcome; and a log odds
ratio model encoding the association of the outcome and the missingness mechanism. Provided
correct specification of the log odds ratio model, the doubly robust estimator is consistent if ei-
ther the baseline outcome model or the baseline propensity score model is correctly specified.80
However, as shown herein, the construction of a doubly robust estimator under the parametriza-
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tion of Miao et al. (2015) is not unique. In this paper, we develop two alternative doubly robust
estimators of the outcome mean. As we show, the estimators enjoy different properties, and we
briefly compare them both in theory and via simulations reported in the Supplementary Material.
2. DOUBLY ROBUST ESTIMATORS 85
Following the parametrization of Miao et al. (2015), we factorize the conditional density func-
tion of (Z, Y,R) given X as
P (z, y, r|x) = c(x) exp{(1  r)OR(y|x)}P (r|y = 0, x)P (z, y|r = 1, x), (2)
where c(x) is the normalizing constant given x; P (r|y = 0, x) is referred to as the baseline
propensity score model, i.e. the response probability evaluated at y = 0; P (z, y|r = 1, x) is the
density function of (Z, Y ) conditional on X among complete cases, and is referred to as the 90
baseline outcome density; OR(y|x) is log of the conditional odds ratio function relating Y and
R given X defined as below
OR(y|x) = log P (r = 0|y, x)P (r = 1|y = 0, x)
P (r = 0|y = 0, x)P (r = 1|y, x) .
The following equations formulate the main parametrization we shall use throughout for estima-
tion, also see Miao et al. (2015).
P (r = 1|y, x) = P (r = 1|y = 0, x)
P (r = 1|y = 0, x) + exp{OR(y|x)}{P (r = 0|y = 0, x)} , (3)
P (z, y|r = 0, x) = exp{OR(y|x)}P (z, y|r = 1, x)E[exp{OR(Y |x)}|r = 1, x] , (4)
E(Y |r = 0, x) = E[exp{OR(Y |x)}Y |r = 1, x]E[exp{OR(Y |x)}|r = 1, x] . (5)
For estimation, we specify separate parametric models OR(y|x;  ), P (r = 1|y = 0, x;↵), 95
P (z, y|r = 1, x; ). Throughout, we suppose that the log odds ratio model is correctly specified.
The above equations are used to evaluate the inverse probability weights and conditional expec-
tations based on the posited parametric models. The propensity score P (r = 1|x, y;↵,  ), and
its inverse, i.e. the inverse probability weight function W (x, y;↵,  ) = 1/P (r = 1|x, y;↵,  ),
are determined by the baseline propensity score model P (r = 1|x, y = 0;↵) and the log odds 100
ratio model OR(y|x;  ) as in equation (3). The conditional outcome mean among the subset
of the population with missing outcome, i.e. E(Y |r = 0, x; ,  ) is determined by the baseline
outcome model and the log odds ratio model as in equation (5).
We first estimate the nuisance parameters (↵, ,  ) by solving
P{S(z, y, x, r; b )} = 0, (6)
P[{W (x, y; b↵, b )r   1}{E0(z, x; b , b ), H(x)T }T ] = 0, (7)
where H(x) is a user-specified vector function, for instance H(x) = (1, xT )T ; E0(z, x; b , b ) = 105
z   E(Z|r = 0, x; b , b ), with the conditional expectation evaluated according to the conditional
distribution of equation (4); and S(z, y, x, r; b ) is the estimating equation for the baseline out-
come model, for instance, the score function S(z, y, x, r; ) = @ log{P (z, y|r = 1, x; )}/@ .
Based on above estimators of the nuisance parameters, we construct three different estimators
for the outcome mean that are consistent if together with the log odds ratio model, either the 110
baseline outcome model or the baseline propensity score model is correctly specified.
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Regression estimator with residual bias correction. Let M0(x; b , b ) = E(Y |r = 0, x; b , b ),
we use the weighted residual to correct bias ofM0(x; b , b )bµREG RBC = P[W (x, y; b↵, b )r{y  M0(x; b , b )} +M0(x; b , b )].
This class of estimators was previously described by Miao et al. (2015).
Horvitz-Thompson estimator with extended weights. The estimator employs an extended base-115
line propensity score model and an extended weight function. The extended baseline propen-
sity score model with unknown parameter   satisfies Pext(r = 1|y = 0, x; ) = P (r = 1|y =
0, x; b↵) only at   = 0. For example, we can specify
Pext(r = 1|y = 0, x; ) = P (r = 1|y = 0, x; b↵)
P (r = 1|y = 0, x; b↵) + exp{ g(x)}P (r = 0|y = 0, x; b↵) ,
with user-specified scalar function g(x). The extended weight functionWext(x, y; ) is similarly
defined as in equation (3), with the baseline propensity score model replaced with the extended120
one specified above. We estimate the nuisance parameter   of the extended model by solving the
following equation
P[{Wext(x, y; b )r   1}{M0(x; b , b )  bµREG}] = 0, (8)
with bµREG = P{(1  r)M0(x; b , b ) + ry}. Horvitz-Thompson estimator with extended
weights is




Regression estimator with an extended outcome model. The estimator involves an extended125
outcome model M0,ext(x; ) with parameter  satisfying M0,ext(x; ) = M0(x; b , b ) at only
 = 0. If M0(x; b , b ) =  {Q(x; b , b )} for some inverse link function   and some function Q,
we can specifyM0,ext(x; ) =  {Q(x; b , b ) +  q(x)} with user-specified scalar function q(x).
We estimate  by solving
P[{W (x, y; b↵, b )  1}r{y  M0,ext(x; b )}] = 0, (9)
The regression estimator with extended outcome model is130
bµREG EXT = P{(1  r)M0,ext(x; b ) + ry}.
In special situations, the three estimators can be equivalent. For example, if the components
of H(x) include a constant function and M0(x; b , b ) simultaneously, then bµREG RBC equalsbµHT EXT exactly. But in general, they will differ in characteristics, such as bias under misspec-
ification of both baseline models, which we further consider in the next section. According to the
next theorem, these three estimators are in fact doubly robust.135
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the log odds ratio model OR(y|x;  ) is correctly specified, and
that the probability limit of estimating equations (6), (7), (8) and (9) has a unique solution,
then the estimators bµREG RBC , bµHT EXT and bµREG EXT are consistent if either P (z, y|r =
1, x; ) or P (r = 1|y = 0, x;↵) is correctly specified.
The extended estimators not only provide double robustness, but also provide us with a140
straightforward strategy to check if the working models are correct. We prove in the Appendix
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that if the baseline propensity score model is correct, b  converges to 0, and if the baseline out-
come model is correct, b converges to 0 in probability. Therefore, one may use this property to
assess whether the working models are correctly specified by checking whether these parame-
ters are within sampling variability from zero. The power of the proposed goodness-of-fit test is 145
explored in a simulation study given in the Supplementary Material.
Note that all three doubly robust estimators rely on a correct log odds ratio model. As discussed
in Miao et al. (2015), we view this assumption as essentially necessary. Since inference about the
law of Y is only possible to the extent that one can untangle the selection process from the full
data law, to do so requires an accurate evaluation of their dependence, which is captured by the 150
log odds ratio function OR(y|x;  ). To the best of our knowledge, with the exception of Miao
et al. (2015), previous doubly robust estimators for missing data have assumed that this log odds
ratio is known exactly, either to be equal to the null value of 0 under missing at random (Bang &
Robins, 2005; Tsiatis, 2007; Van der Laan & Robins, 2003), or to be of a known functional form
with no unknown parameters as in Vansteelandt et al. (2007) and Robins et al. (2008). Therefore, 155
we have in fact relaxed these more stringent assumptions.
3. RELATION TO PREVIOUS DOUBLY ROBUST ESTIMATORS AND COMPARISONS
Previous doubly robust estimators under missing at random can be viewed as special cases of
our estimators. Under missing at random, OR(y|x) = 0, P (r = 1|x, y = 0) = P (r = 1|x), and
E(Y |x, r = 0) = E(Y |x). Thus, the inverse probability weight function W (x;↵) = 1/P (r = 160
1|x;↵) and the outcome model M(x; ) = E(Y |x; ) = M0(x; ) = E(Y |r = 0, x; ) do not
depend on the log odds ratio. The estimator bµREG RBC corresponds to the regression estima-
tor with residual bias correction of Kang & Schafer (2007): bµMARREG RBC = P[W (x; b↵)r{y  
M(x; b )}] + P{M(x; b )}. The estimator bµHT EXT corresponds to Horvitz-Thompson dou-
bly robust estimator bµMARHT EXT = P[Wext(x; b )r/P{Wext(x; b )r}y], proposed by Robins et al. 165
(2007). They implemented an extended logistic propensity score model logit Pext(r = 1|x; ) =
(1, xT )T b↵+  g(x) with previously obtained b↵ and a user-specified scalar function g(x);
and they estimated   by solving P[{Wext(x; b )r   1}{M(x, b )  P[M(x; b )]}] = 0. The es-
timator bµREG EXT corresponds to the regression doubly robust estimator bµMARREG EXT =
P{Mext(x; b )} proposed by Robins et al. (2007), with the extended outcome modelMext(x; b ) 170
satisfying P[W (x; b↵)r{y  Mext(x; b )}] = 0, and implicitly P[r{y  Mext(x; b )}] = 0 under
missing at random.
The three doubly robust estimators for data missing not at random enjoy some of the proper-
ties of their analogous versions under missing at random. The estimator bµHT EXT is a convex
combination of the observed outcome values. It satisfies the property of boundedness (Robins 175
et al., 2007; Tan, 2010) that the estimator falls in the parameter space for the outcome mean al-
most surely. Such estimators are preferred when the inverse probability weights are highly vari-
able, because they rule out estimates outside the sample space. Boundedness is not guaranteed
for bµREG RBC . If the range of M0,ext(x; ) is contained in the sample space of the outcome,bµREG EXT also satisfies the boundedness condition, however, this does not hold in general. 180
For example, if the outcome is continuous, and M0,ext(x; ) = M0(x; b , b ) +  , the range ofbµREG EXT may be beyond the sample space of the outcome.
Our approach requires an ancillary variable to identify the log odds ratio model. But it is not
necessary for data missing at random because the joint distribution of the full data is always iden-
tified. Apart from that, the proposed estimators have improvement on bias when both models are 185
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misspecified, due to differences in estimation of nuisance parameters. The bias of bµREG RBC
can be written as
BiasREG RBC = P[{W (x, y; b↵, b )r   1}{y  M0(x; b , b )}],
and that of bµREG EXT has the same form with M0(x; b , b ) replaced with M0,ext(x; b ). It is
driven by the degree of misspecification of bothW (x, y; b↵, b ) andM0(x; b , b ). As pointed out
by Robins et al. (2007) and Vermeulen & Vansteelandt (2014), without further restrictions on190
the inverse probability weights, the above bias gets inflated in regions with small propensity
scores or large weights. However, as the components of H(x) in equation (7) include a constant
function, it implies that P{W (x, y; b↵, b )r} = 1. Such condition in fact restricts variability of the
inverse probability weights to the extent of bounded expectation. Thus, the bias of bµREG RBC
and bµREG EXT does not explode with large weights.195
We briefly compare the relative performance of the three doubly robust estimators via a sim-
ulation study (see simulation results in the Supplement Material). From the simulation study,
the three doubly robust estimators are consistent if either of the baseline models is correct, but
they are biased if neither baseline model is correct. If the baseline outcome model is correct,
the parameter of the extended outcome model, b is close to 0; and if the baseline propensity200
score model is correct, the parameter of the extended weight model, b  is close to 0. Based on
asymptotic normality theory for estimation equations, we also test the nulls H0 :   = 0 and
H0 :  = 0 under level 0.05 and compute their empirical type I error and power. The results
show type I error approximating 0.05 if the required baseline propensity score model or baseline
outcome model is correct, that is,   or  is supposed to be 0. In the settings of the simulation,205
if the required model is incorrect, such tests have great power close to one in moderate to large
samples. As a conclusion, we recommend that one conducts the proposed hypothesis tests to
check for severe model misspecification of the baseline models in practice.
4. DISCUSSION
We briefly note that the doubly robust methods described in this work can be further extended210
to situations focusing on other functionals than the outcome mean, such as a parameter   solving
a full data estimating equation E{U(z, y, x, r;  )} = 0. This is essentially achieved by replacing
Y with U wherever it occurs in the proposed estimating equations and solving the doubly robust
estimating equation for the parameter of interest upon setting its mean to zero. The methods also
have potential application in other related topics, for example, longitudinal data analysis and215
causal inference. Their use in such settings is the topic of future study.
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Proof of Theorem 1
In order to prove Theorem 1, we need the following lemma which we prove in the Supplementary 225
Material.
LEMMA 1. Suppose that the log odds ratio model is correct, and that the probability limit of equations
(6) and (7) has a unique solution. For any square integrable vector function D(z, y, x), scalar function
V (x), and (b↵, b , b ) solving equations (6) and (7),
(1) if P (r = 1|y = 0, x;↵) is correct, then P[{W (x, y; b↵, b )r   1}D(z, y, x)] converges to 0; 230
(2) if P (z, y|r = 1, x; ) is correct, then P[r exp{OR(y|x; b )}V (x){D(z, y, x)  E[D(z, y, x)|r =
0, x; b , b ]}] converges to 0;
(3) if either of the baseline models is correct, then P[{W (x, y; b↵, b )r   1}{D(z, y, x)  E[D(z, y, x)|r =
0, x; b , b ]}] converges to 0.
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that the log odds ratio model is correctly specified, and that the proba- 235
bility limit of the estimating equations has a unique solution.
1. Double robustness of bµREG RBC . If either of the baseline models is correct, from (3) of Lemma
1, P[{W (x, y; b↵, b )r   1}{y   E(y|r = 0, x; b , b )}] converges to 0. For M0(x; b , b ) = E(y|r =
0, x; b , b ), P[W (x, y; b↵, b )r{y  M0(x; b , b )} +M0(x; b , b )] must converge to the true outcome
mean. Therefore, bµREG RBC is doubly robust. 240
2. Double robustness of bµHT EXT . From (1) of Lemma 1, if the baseline propensity score model is cor-
rect, P[{Wext(x, y;  = 0)r   1}{M0(x; b , b )  bµREG}] = P[{W (x, y; b↵, b )r   1}{M0(x; b , b ) bµREG}] converges to 0, i.e.   = 0 is a solution of the probability limit of equation (8).
Thus, the solution of equation (8), b  converges to 0, and limn!+1 P{Wext(x, y; b )r} = 1,
limn!+1 P{Wext(x, y; b )ry} = limn!+1 P{W (x, y; b↵, b )ry} = E(Y ). If the baseline outcome 245
model is correct, P[(1  r){y  M0(x; b , b )}] converges to 0; bµREG = P[(1  r)M0(x; b , b ) + ry]
converges to the true outcome mean; and P(y   bµREG) converges to 0. By definition of the extended
weight function, {Wext(x, y; b )  1}r = r exp{OR(y|x; b )}V (x) with V (x) = Pext(r = 0|y =
0, x; b )/Pext(r = 1|y = 0, x; b ). From (2) of Lemma 1, P[{Wext(x, y; b )  1}r{y  M0(x; b , b )}]
converges to 0, and thus, P[{Wext(x, y; b )r   1}{y  M0(x; b , b )}] converges to 0. Therefore, 250
bµHT EXT = 1/P{Wext(x, y; b )r} · P[{Wext(x, y; b )r   1}{y  M0(x; b , b )}]
+1/P{Wext(x, y; b )r} · P[{Wext(x, y; b )r   1}{M0(x; b , b )  bµREG}]
+1/P{Wext(x, y; b )r} · P(y   bµREG) + bµREG ⇤
converges to the true outcome mean. In a word, bµHT EXT is doubly robust.
3. Double robustness of bµREG EXT . If P (r = 1|x, y = 0;↵) is correct, from (1) of Lemma 1,
P[{W (x, y; b↵, b )r   1}{y  M0,ext(x; b )}] converges to 0. Note equation (9), we have P[(1 
r){y  M0,ext(x; b )}] converges to 0. Thus, bµREG EXT = P{(1  r)M0,ext(x; b ) + ry} converges
to the true outcome mean. If P (z, y|r = 1, x; ) is correct, then P[(1  r){y  M0(x; b , b )}] 255
converges to 0. Since {W (x, y; b↵, b )  1}r = r exp{OR(y|x; b )}V (x) with V (x) = P (r = 0|y =
0, x; b↵)/P (r = 1|y = 0, x; b↵), from (2) of Lemma 1, P[{W (x, y; b↵, b )  1}r{y  M0,ext(x; =
0)}] = P[{W (x, y; b↵, b )  1}r{y  M0(x; b , b )}] converges to 0. That is,  = 0 is a solution of
the probability limit of equation (9). Thus, the solution of equation (9), b converges to 0, and
limn!+1 P{(1  r)M0,ext(x; b ) + ry} = limn!+1 P{(1  r)M0(x; b , b ) + ry} = E(Y ). There- 260
fore, bµREG EXT is doubly robust.
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Regularity conditions for identification of model (1)
According to Theorem 5 of Miao et al. (2015), with a continuous outcome and a continuous ancillary
variable, model (1) is identifiable if it satisfies the following regularity conditions
(1) the characteristic functions  (t) of the density function Pr=1(v) satisfies 0 < | (t)| < C exp(  |t|)265
for t 2 R and some constants C,   > 0;




(3) for some linear and one-to-one mapping M : Pr=1{("  a)/b} 7 ! G(t, a, b), and any b, b0 > 0,
(a, b) 6= (a0, b0), limt!t0 G(t, a, b)/G(t, a0, b0) = 0 or1 for some t0.270
Many commonly-used models satisfy the conditions, for instance, the standard normal density function
with M being the identity mapping and G being the density function itself, and the standard Student-t
density withM being the inverse Fourier transform and G being its characteristic function.
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1. PROOF OF LEMMA 1
LEMMA 1. Suppose that the log odds ratio model is correct, and that the probability limit of
equations (6) and (7) has a unique solution. For any square integrable vector functionD(z, y, x),
scalar function V (x), and (b↵, b , b ) solving equations (6) and (7),
(1) if P (r = 1|y = 0, x;↵) is correct, then P[{W (x, y; b↵, b )r   1}D(z, y, x)] converges to 0; 15
(2) if P (z, y|r = 1, x; ) is correct, then P[r exp{OR(y|x; b )}V (x){D(z, y, x) 
E[D(z, y, x)|r = 0, x; b , b ]}] converges to 0;
(3) if either of the baseline models is correct, then P[{W (x, y; b↵, b )r   1}{D(z, y, x) 
E[D(z, y, x)|r = 0, x; b , b ]}] converges to 0.
Proof of Lemma 1. We use starred characters (↵⇤, ⇤,  ⇤) to denote probability limit of the 20
solutions of equations (6) and (7), and (↵0, 0,  0) to denote true values of the nuisance param-
eters. Suppose that the log odds ratio model is correct.
(1) If P (r = 1|x, y;↵) is correct, then E{W (x, y;↵0,  0)r   1|x, y} = 0. By the ancil-
lary variable assumption Z R|(X,Y ), for any square integrable function D(z, y, x),
E[{W (x, y;↵0,  0)r   1}D(z, y, x)|x, y] = 0, and thus E[{W (x, y;↵0,  0)r   25
1}D(z, y, x)] = 0. Therefore, (↵0, ⇤,  0) is a solution of the probability limit of equations
(6) and (7) with D(z, y, x) = {E0(z, x; ⇤,  0), H(x)T }T . Since the probability limit of
equations (6) and (7) have a unique solution, (b↵, b , b ) must converge to (↵0, ⇤,  0). Thus,
for any square integrable function D(z, y, x), P[{W (x, y; b↵, b )r   1}D(z, y, x)] converges
to E[{W (x, y;↵0,  0)r   1}D(z, y, x)], which equals 0. 30
(2) For any square integrable function D(z, y, x), from equation (4) we can prove that
E{D(z, y, x)|r = 0, x} =
Z Z
D(z, y, x)P (z, y|r = 0, x)dzdy
=
E[r exp{OR(y|x)}D(z, y, x)|x]
E[r exp{OR(y|x)}|x] .
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Thus,
E[r exp{OR(y|x)}D(z, y, x)|x] = E[r exp{OR(y|x)}|x] · E{D(z, y, x)|r = 0, x},
E[r exp{OR(y|x)}{D(z, y, x)  E[D(z, y, x)|r = 0, x]}|x] = 0,
By the property of pulling out known factors of conditional expectations, for any square inte-
grable scalar function V (x)35
E[r exp{OR(y|x)}V (x){D(z, y, x)  E[D(z, y, x)|r = 0, x]}|x] = 0,
and by the law of iterated expectation,
E[r exp{OR(y|x)}V (x){D(z, y, x)  E[D(z, y, x)|r = 0, x]}] = 0.
If P (z, y|r = 1, x; ) is correct, then
E[r exp{OR(y|x;  0)}V (x){D(z, y, x)  E[D(z, y, x)|r = 0, x; 0,  0]}] = 0,
E[(1  r){D(z, y, x)  E[D(z, y, x)|r = 0, x; 0,  0]}] = 0.
From equation (3), {W (x, y;↵⇤,  0)  1}r = r exp{OR(y|x;  0)}V (x;↵⇤) with
V (x;↵⇤) = P (r = 0|y = 0, x;↵⇤)/P (r = 1|y = 0, x;↵⇤). Thus,40
E[{W (x, y;↵⇤,  0)r   1}{D(z, y, x)  E[D(z, y, x)|r = 0, x; 0,  0]}] = 0,
Therefore, if P (z, y|r = 1, x; ) is correct, (↵⇤, 0,  0) is a solution of the probability limit
of equations (6) and (7) withD(z, y, x) = {E0(z, x; 0,  0), H(x)T }T . Since the probability
limit of equations (6) and (7) have a unique solution, (b↵, b , b ) converges to (↵⇤, 0,  0).
Thus, for any square integrable functions D(z, y, x) and V (x),
lim
n!+1P[r exp{OR(y|x; b )}V (x){D(z, y, x)  E[D(z, y, x)|r = 0, x; b , b ]}]
= E[r exp{OR(y|x;  0)}V (x){D(z, y, x)  E[D(z, y, x)|r = 0, x; 0,  0]}] = 0.
(3) IfP (r = 1|x, y = 0;↵) is correct, the result is implied by (1). IfP (z, y|r = 1, x; ) is correct,45
from the proof of (2), (b↵, b , b ) converges to (↵⇤, 0,  0), and
lim
n!+1P[{W (x, y; b↵, b )r   1}{D(z, y, x)  E[D(z, y, x)|r = 0, x; b , b ]}]
= E[{W (x, y;↵⇤,  0)r   1}{D(z, y, x)  E[D(z, y, x)|r = 0, x; 0,  0]}] = 0, ⇤
2. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR A NORMAL OUTCOME
Except for the three doubly robust estimators, in the simulation study, we also consider non-
doubly robust estimators presented by Miao et al. (2015) and Wang et al. (2014): an outcome
regression based estimator50
bµreg = P{(1  r)M0(x; b , b reg) + ry},
with (b , b reg) solving
P{S(z, y, x, r; b )} = 0,
P[(1  r){z   E(Z|r = 0, x; b , b reg)}] = 0;
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and an inverse probability weighted estimatorbµipw = P{W (x, y; b↵ipw, b ipw)ry},
with (b↵ipw, b ipw) solving
P[{W (x, y; b↵ipw, b ipw)r   1}(z, 1, xT )T ] = 0.
Provided the log odds ratio model is correctly specified, the outcome regression based estimator
is consistent only if the baseline outcome model is correct, and the inverse probability weighted 55
estimator is consistent only if the baseline propensity score model is correct (Miao et al., 2015).
We generate a covariate X s N(0, 1), and then generate data from conditional density (2) in
Section 2 with a linear log odds ratio model:
OR(y|x) =   0y    1 y
0.3 + 0.5x2
,
a bivariate normal baseline outcome model and a logistic baseline propensity score model. We
consider two choices of the baseline outcome model for data generating: 60
Y |r = 1, x s N{ 10 +  11(0.5x+ 0.333x2), 1}, Z|y, x s N{ 20 +  21(x+ 2x2) +  22y, 1},
and
Y |r = 1, x s N( 10 +  11x, 1), Z|y, x s N( 20 +  21x2 +  22y, 1).
We also consider two choices of the baseline propensity score model:
logit P (r = 1|y = 0, x) = ↵0 + ↵1(x  0.5x2),
and
logit P (r = 1|y = 0, x) = ↵0 + ↵1x.
So we have four data generating mechanisms. The parameters are set equal to: (↵0,↵1) =
(0.5, 1), ( 10, 11) = (0.5, 1), ( 20, 21, 22) = ( 0.5, 2, 3), and ( 0,  1) = ( 0.8, 0.5). For 65
these settings, the missing data proportions are between 40% and 50%.
According to Section 1, The models are identifiable as  22 6= 0. For estimation, we assume the
correct log odds ratio model, and always use the working models below to estimate the nuisance
parameters:
Y |r = 1, x s N( 10 +  11x, 2y), Z|y, x s N( 20 +  21x2 +  22y, 2z),
with 70
logit P (r = 1|y = 0, x) = ↵0 + ↵1x.
For Horvitz-Thompson estimator with extended weights, we use the following extended baseline
propensity score model:
logit Pext(r = 1|y = 0, x; ) = b↵0 + b↵1x+  x;
for regression estimator with an extended outcome model, we use the following extended out-
come model:
M0,ext(x; ) =M0(x; b 10, b 11, b 0, b 1) +  x2,
where M0(x; b 10, b 11, b 0, b 1) = E(Y |r = 0, x; b 10, b 11, b 0, b 1), with estimates of nuisance pa- 75
rameters (b↵0, b↵1, b 10, b 11, b 0, b 1) obtained from the above working models.
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We simulate 1000 replicates under 500 and 1500 sample sizes for each data generating mech-
anism and summarize the results in Figures 1, 2, and Table 1. Figure 1 presents the results for
estimation of the outcome mean. From (a), (b) and (c) of Figure 1, the three doubly robust es-
timators are consistent if either the baseline outcome model or the baseline propensity score80
model is correct. But they are biased if neither model is correct, as shown in (d) of Figure 1.
As expected, the outcome regression based estimator is consistent only if the baseline outcome
model is correct, and the inverse probability weighted estimator is consistent only if the baseline
propensity score model is correct. Figure 1 show robustness of the doubly robust estimator. So
we recommend doubly robust estimation to evaluate the mean of a normal outcome.85
Figure 2 presents results for parameters of the extended models. If the baseline outcome model
is correct, parameter of the extended outcome model, b is close to 0, and if the baseline propen-
sity score model is correct, parameter of the extended weight model, b  is close to 0. We also
conduct hypothesis tests to test the nulls H0 :   = 0, and H0 :  = 0 under 0.05 level. Such
tests are based on asymptotic normality of the estimators b  and b , which follows the classical90
theory for estimating equations that can be found in, for example, Hall (2005). Table 1 presents
empirical type I error and power of the hypothesis tests. From the first column, if the baseline
propensity score model is correct, i.e.   is supposed to be 0, the empirical type I error of testing
the null H0 :   = 0 approximates the nominal level 0.05 as the sample size increases. From the
second column, if the baseline propensity score model is incorrect, the empirical power of testing95
the null H0 :   = 0 is closed to one. The results are also true for testing the null H0 :  = 0 as
shown in the third and fourth columns. As a conclusion, we recommend such hypothesis tests to
access correctness of the baseline models.
Table 1: Empirical type I error and power
H0 :   = 0 H0 :  = 0
Type I error Power Type I error Power
(a) — 0.844 0.036 —
— 0.998 0.044 —
(b) 0.022 — — 0.657
0.036 — — 0.946
(c) 0.022 — 0.042 —
0.031 — 0.058 —
(d) — 0.644 — 0.345
— 0.961 — 0.844
Note: Data are generated from four scenarios. The baseline propensity score model is correct in
(b) and (c), but incorrect in (a) and (d); the baseline outcome model is correct in (a) and (c), but
incorrect in (b) and (d). Columns 1 and 3 present empirical type I error of the tests as the
baseline propensity score model or the baseline outcome model is correct, respectively.
Columns 2 and 4 present empirical power of the tests as the baseline propensity score model or
the baseline outcome model is incorrect, respectively. The symbol “—” indicates inapplicable.
The result of each situation includes two rows, of which the first row stands for sample size 500,
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Fig. 1: Boxplots of the estimators for the mean of a normal outcome.
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Fig. 2: Boxplots of the estimators for parameters of the extended models.
Note for Figures 1 and 2: Data are generated from four scenarios. The baseline propensity score
model is correct in (b) and (c), but incorrect in (a) and (d); the baseline outcome model is
correct in (a) and (c), but incorrect in (b) and (d). Data are analyzed with five methods:
regression estimation with residual bias correction (REG-RBC), Horvitz-Thompson estimation
with extended weights (HT-EXT), regression estimation with an extended outcome model
(REG-EXT), inverse probability weighting (IPW), and outcome regression based estimation
(REG). In each boxplot, white boxes are for sample size 500, and gray ones for 1500. The
horizontal line marks the true value of the outcome mean in Figure 1, and 0 in Figure 2.
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